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Las Lajas—Two Worlds, One 
Unrivaled Coastal Paradise 

The colorful central park is crowded with gossiping 
schoolchildren. People file in and out of the grocery  
and hardware stores while local restaurants fill with a 
hungry crowd.

This is lunch hour in the town of Las Lajas. It seems a 
world away from the sprawling 15 kilometers of serene 
beach known as Playa Las Lajas.

The beach sits undisturbed and virtually undeveloped just 
a short 7-kilometer drive from downtown. The two worlds 
merge to create a perfect destination for those looking for 
a quiet beach life with services and amenities nearby.

One Of The Oldest Places In Chiriquí 

Las Lajas is located on the Pacific coast of Panama in 
Chiriquí Province and is a subdivision of the larger San 
Felix district. Founded as a parish district in 1850, San 
Felix is one of the oldest districts in Chiriquí.  

At the time, San Felix was populated mostly by 
indigenous groups. Around 1899, the area’s population 

was decimated by a smallpox plague, and it wasn’t until 
1910 that the district was re-established. 

The first European settlers were from France and 
Germany and they built their homes in the town of Las 
Lajas. Due to the economic and material growth of Las 
Lajas, it was named the head of the district in 1918.  

Las Lajas has maintained its economic strength due to 
the minerals, such as copper and gold, that are mined in 
this mountainous region. 

Convenient, Friendly,  
And Picturesque  

Las Lajas is a special place. It’s the type of place where 
you feel at home after just three days. The people are 
friendly, which makes you want to spend more time with 
them. The proximity between downtown and the beach 
offers you the best of both worlds. When you think you’re 
in the middle of nowhere, you head back into town and 
find the streets full of schoolchildren.  

LAS LAJAS
By Rebecca Teeters 

—Two Worlds, One Unrivaled Coastal Paradise   
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The town is full of cute, well-maintained houses that 
sprawl along shaded lanes. Each house is painted a 
different color with gardens full of tropical plants, 
making the town a kaleidoscope of colors.  

Even off the beaten track, Las Lajas offers well-stocked 
grocery stores and a variety of places to dine and 
activities to participate in. Because the town is located 
about an hour from David, it makes for convenient 
shopping excursions and trips to the airport.  

Finding Las Lajas  

When you’re in Playa Las Lajas, you feel as if you’re 
a million miles from the rest of the world. In reality, 
Las Lajas is only an hour from David and an hour-
and-a-half from Enrique Malek International Airport, 
making this Pacific beach one of the most convenient 
destinations in Panama.

There are several options for reaching Las Lajas. The 
most affordable is the bus, which leaves the main 
terminal in David every 30 minutes. You’ll take the bus 
going to San Felix, which costs roughly US$5 and takes 
about an hour-and-a-half, depending on the number of 
stops the driver makes.

There’s a grocery store across the street from the terminal 
and taxis are always available.

If buses and driving aren’t your thing, taxis in David will 
take you directly to the beach for about US$25. 

Driving directions from David are simple. Once out of 
downtown David, you’ll take the Pan-American Highway 
east toward San Felix. Just before San Felix you’ll see 
signs for the beach—a large metal sign hung above the 
highway reads “Las Lajas.” Take the clearly marked exit 
on your right-hand side and continue on to Las Lajas. 
You’ll reach the town first. Drive 7 kilometers further 
and the road dead-ends at the beach, with gravel roads 
running parallel to the beachfront. 

You can rent a car at the airport or at several other rental 
companies in David. 

If you’re driving from Panama City, the trip will take 
roughly five hours. You’ll follow the Pan-American 
Highway through Santiago and turn left at San Felix. 

Municipal building in Las Lajas 

Schoolchildren enjoy the central park

The road from downtown to Playa Las Lajas
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Panama’s Next Pacific Hot Spot? 

Las Lajas is a small town with a population density of just 
28 people per square kilometer. The coastline is sparsely 
developed and the road between downtown and the 
beach is inhabited by cows. This may sound dismal, but 
for those looking to be on the front end of development, 
it offers a plethora of options. There are miles of 
unspoiled beachfront property waiting to be discovered. 
With growth comes more options for businesses as well.  

Unlike many small towns, Las Lajas has a large tourist 
crowd on weekends and holidays. This short-term 
increase in population provides opportunities for start-
up businesses to get established before community 
growth catches up. 

Las Lajas has a long way to go before it will be considered 
the next “hot spot,” but the potential exists and the beach 
isn’t going anywhere anytime soon. 

A Growing And Connected  
Expat Community 

Las Lajas is sparsely populated compared to other beach 
destinations, but it has a growing expat community.  

There are several restaurants downtown, including an ice 
cream shop, that cater to expats and tourists. They offer 

Western fare and the owners are expats who have found 
their paradise in Las Lajas. 

At the beach, the expat community is growing. There 
are many lots for sale and several new houses under 
construction. Because the town and beach are close 
together, most expats know one another and regularly 
gather for happy hour, dinner in town, or dinner 
parties at the beach. Expats also join forces for planned 
community activities. 

Kick Back In Paradise For Less Than 
US$1,300 A Month 

As prices around the world skyrocket, it’s hard to find 
places that are still affordable, especially at the beach. 
Fortunately, Las Lajas is one of the holdouts when it 
comes to buying in paradise.  

You can buy a beachfront home for about US$200,000 to 
US$300,000, and if you want to build your dream home, 
lots are available for much less. Buying a home at the 
beach might take a bite out of your checkbook, but after 
that, life in paradise is smooth sailing. 

Utilities in Panama cost half what they do in the United 
States and Canada. Garbage collection in Las Lajas will 
run you US$4 a month while water is only US$4.50 a 
month. These basics, along with inexpensive electricity, 

Several local businesses cater to expats 
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cut the cost of living significantly. If you’re a pensionado 
(retiree), the government reduces the cost of your utilities 
by percentages, making life even more affordable. 

You’ll have options for meals out, but there’s little else that 
will fall on your entertainment budget, unless you have a 
soft spot for ice cream. Most of your entertainment will 
be free at the beach or maybe an occasional massage.  

Click here for a more detailed breakdown  
of your monthly expenses.

Volunteer, Visit A Botanical Garden,  
Or Indulge In A Massage 

Life at the beach is what you make of it. If you want to 
stroll the beach and hang out in a hammock all day, you 
can do that in Las Lajas. You can also spice your life up 
by joining local groups and volunteering. 

If you enjoy working on environmental projects, there are 
several options. One of the most popular is Amigos de 
las Tortugas Playa Las Lajas Chiriquí. This group works 
to protect sea turtles that lay their eggs along Playa Las 
Lajas. Several times a year, they release the baby turtles 
that hatch at their reserve back into the ocean. If you’ve 
never seen these tiny babies scurrying toward the mighty 
Pacific, it's an event that you’ll never forget and will want 
to witness time after time. 

If you enjoy plant life, Jardín Botánico Lajas Adentro 
offers tours at their extensive botanical garden.  

People looking for more active options can try canoeing 
in the nearby river, surfing the rolling waves, or even 
scuba diving.  

Finish your day off with a massage and dinner at  
one of the local restaurants before heading back to  
your hammock. 

Learning Spanish Is Encouraged, But 
It’s Not A “Must” 

Learning Spanish will help you considerably, but it isn’t a 
requirement to enjoy life in Las Lajas.  

Due to the number of tourists that visit the area, there are 
several places you’ll find English speakers. Many hotels 
have English-speaking staff, and menus are frequently in 
both languages. Fellow expats living at the beach and in 
town will be happy to lend a hand. 

The locals are friendly, and with small-town living comes 
patience. If you try, no matter how bad your Spanish is, 
they’ll take the time to help you. With time, and as you 
interact more with the locals, your Spanish will improve, 
making it easier each day to get by.  

Carrying a notebook or your phone can also help. You 
can write numbers if you don’t know how to say them or 
draw pictures of what you’re looking for. There are also 
translation apps on smartphones that will help you get by 
in a pinch. The most important thing is to be patient and 
try your best. 

Try your hand at canoeing 

https://www.liveandinvestoverseas.com/country-hub/panama/las-lajas/
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Finding Your Dream Home 

There’s a variety of houses and lots for sale in the Las 
Lajas area. You should visit, rent, and then consider 
buying a home after you’re positive Las Lajas is a good fit 
for you and your family.  

There are several factors to consider before buying a 
home or a lot. First, decide how important living at the 
beach is. The beach is more expensive and will most 
likely involve owning a car. If you choose to live in town, 
you can find a home for under US$50,000 and you might 
not need a car.  

Decide if buying a house is right for you, or if you want 
to build. The number of lots available at the beach is 
considerably more than the number of finished homes. 
Building a house in Las Lajas will involve buying 
materials locally in San Felix and David, which means 
a lot of work on your part. For many expats, designing 
their dream home is worth the sweat. 

Buying a house that is already on the market will require 
research. Do your due diligence: Find out if the property 
is titled and if the title is clear. Visit the property to see 
the house and location in person—don’t trust the listing. 
The website may say it’s only 200 yards from the beach, 
but what’s in that space between the property and the 

beach? Some older homes had views that have been 
blocked by larger homes built in front of them.  

Public beach areas sometimes become overly crowded on 
weekends and holidays. If you prefer quiet and solitude, 
research the area before buying and ask around to find 
out of rambunctious beach-goers visit frequently. 

Take Your Pick Of Rental Options 

The rental market in Las Lajas is alive and flourishing.  
If you’re looking for a luxury vacation rental and price  
is no object, you’ll find plenty of options online. There  
are beachside houses with pools and all amenities 
ranging from US$900 to US$6,000 a month. Most  
rental owners don’t live in the area and visit only  
for holidays or on weekends. 

If you’re after a long-term and affordable property, you’ll 
need to spend time on the ground asking people and 
following up on posted signs. Word-of-mouth is the best 
way to find good deals in small towns.  

Do you want to live at the beach or in town? There are 
options in both areas of Las Lajas, and living in town 
is cheaper. Spend a month or two staying in different 
neighborhoods to discover what you like and dislike 
about each one. 

The sole condo building in Las Lajas 
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Quality Medical Attention 

In addition to private clinics, you have two options for 
health care in Las Lajas. There’s Centro de Salud de Las 
Lajas in the main downtown area. Centro de Salud de Las 
Lajas is similar to a large-scale clinic in the States. The 
staff and resources are prepared to deal with everyday 
problems such as broken bones, prescriptions for various 
conditions, and minor surgery, such as stitching cuts.  

For more serious health care issues, you’ll need to go to 
the hospital in San Felix. It offers comprehensive health 
care, including x-rays and in-patient care. 

If you have an issue that neither Centro de Salud nor 
the hospital can handle, you’ll be sent by ambulance to 
Hospital Chiriquí in David. 

Starting A Business 

Las Lajas is still undeveloped, with enormous 
opportunity for those with an entrepreneurial spirit. You 
just have to find the right niche market and capitalize on 
the available cliental. 

It’s quiet during the week in Las Lajas, and on the 
weekends there’s a large influx of people from David 
and the surrounding areas. Any business needs to be 
prepared for this contrast and the cash-flow possibilities 
it generates. 

If you’re considering starting a business in Las Lajas, or 
anywhere in Panama, you must find an attorney. They 
will help you navigate the reams of required paperwork 
and will also advise you on local laws and regulations.  

Some expats have gone into business without counsel  
and have found themselves on the wrong side of the law 
or even immigration, so do your due diligence before 
diving in.  

Getting An Education 

There are two main schools in Las Lajas, and lots of 
children come from the surrounding areas to attend them. 
Both the elementary school and the high school, locally 

known as colegios, are public schools. They’re run by the 
Ministry of Education of Panama and follow the same 
curriculum as other public schools. If you’re interested in 
adult education, research INADEH Las Lajas.  

Las Lajas doesn’t offer any international schools. If you’re 
determined to attend an international school, you’ll need 
to make the hour-plus commute each day. David has 
several options including The Oxford School. 

There are a few specialized schools in the area that are 
currently closed due to the pandemic. 

Living With A Disability In Las Lajas 

Navigating any small town in Panama with a disability 
is challenging, but depending on the type of disability, 
getting around Las Lajas is possible with assistance. The 
roads are in adequate condition and the town has less 
stairs than other destinations in Panama. 

Living at the beach with a disability will be more 
complicated. Many beach neighborhoods in Las Lajas 
aren’t paved and there are no sidewalks.  

There’s distance between the town and beach, meaning 
that travel by car is the norm, rather than getting 
around on foot, bicycle, or horse, which is common in 
other small towns. This is an upside for someone with 
a mobility impairment. As the roads are in favorable 
condition, special-outfitted cars or vans would have no 
difficulty traversing the area.  

You should vacation in Las Lajas before moving here. 
That way you’ll know how much the lack of sidewalks, 
the rainy season, and the lack of accessibility impact your 
quality of life.  

Acceptance Of The  
LGBTQ Community 

Panama is conservative and its small towns are even 
more so. Las Lajas is no exception. The town has a 
large indigenous population and their culture is more 
conservative than the general population of Panama. 
There’s no LGBTQ movement in the area.  
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This doesn’t mean someone of the LGBTQ community 
would be unwelcome. You’ll be in the minority and your 
sexual orientation or gender identity may not be accepted 
as it would be in more liberal countries.  

This shouldn’t deter you from Las Lajas. Unless you 
openly express your sexual orientation or gender identity, 
the likelihood that it would affect your life among 
the locals or other expats is slim. Generally, people in 
Panama live and let live, they aren’t interested in your 
sexuality. They’re more interested in learning about the 
country you came from and why you chose to live in Las 
Lajas.  

If you hang out with locals or in local establishments 
you may hear people calling their friends “gay,” but this 
isn’t considered condescending in the same way it is 
in the United States. Local communities are much less 
politically correct than what many foreigners are used to. 
It’s the same as Panamanians calling the Chinese “chino,” 
which isn’t something you’d do at home. Until you know 
the local boundaries with jokes and discriminative 
terminology, treat everyone as you would back home. 

The Panamanian government offers no rights nor 
protections to members of the LGBTQ community. 

Same-sex relationships aren’t legally recognized, same-
sex marriage isn’t legal, adoption of children by same-sex 
couples is banned, and there are no protections against 
discrimination or hate crimes on the basis of sexual 
orientation or gender identity. In terms of LGBTQ rights, 
Panama lags far behind its more progressive neighbors, 
Colombia and Costa Rica.  

Get Your Goat 

If you’re moving to Las Lajas for tranquility and small-
town living where cars are outnumbered by bicycles…  
be prepared.  

During the weekends, especially holiday weekends, Las 
Lajas is anything but tranquil. Hordes of visitors come 
from David and the surrounding areas. They come for 
the beach, but they also come to party. Car radios, ATVs, 
children, and drunk adults invade the beach and will 
have you wishing for life anywhere but here.  

Then, just when you think life is returning to normal, the 
noise is over, the cars and people are gone… you look at 
your beautiful beach and see what they left behind.  
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Panama hasn’t adopted healthy practices for dealing with 
trash, and your beautiful beach will be covered with litter. 
This is annoying and might drive you a little nuts, but it’s 
the cost of living at the beach.  

Try to focus on the positive aspects of life here, and if you 
still can’t handle it, take a vacation on those weekends. 

Is Las Lajas The Haven For You? 

Las Lajas offers the best of both worlds, the beach and 
small-town life. It’s also close enough to David to make 
going to the city a day trip rather than a serious hassle. 

These are the reasons people love Las Lajas. It’s quiet, 
with just enough rowdiness on weekends and holidays to 
remind you why you love your quiet beach. 

If you’re looking for all-night clubs, movie theaters, and 
luxury shopping, Las Lajas isn’t for you. Small-town 
living comes with its drawbacks… for example, there 

are only a handful of restaurants and places to go out. 
Shopping is limited and sometimes that means you won’t 
find what you need. If fine dining and big crowds are 
what you’re looking for, keep looking. 

The same things some people find to be drawbacks are 
what residents of Las Lajas love about it.  

There are only a few stores, and it won’t take long before 
you know the clerks and the young people working 
at the ice cream shop. The children who live in your 
neighborhood will wave to you and the old man who sits 
on the corner will say “buenos dias.” 

Las Lajas offers an unparalleled beach experience. If 
long sunrise walks on the beach and afternoon dips in 
the Pacific are what you’re looking for, you’d be hard-
pressed to find a comparable beach. Fifteen kilometers 
of unspoiled empty beach, where there are more pelicans 
than people, is something to be cherished. Las Lajas is 
one of the last places you’ll find this type of tranquility.

About The Author  
Rebecca Teeters is a freelance writer who spent many years in New Orleans, Louisiana, before catching 
the travel bug. After four years in Nicaragua and a solo drive through Central America, she has finally put 
down roots in the small beach town of Puerto Armuelles, Panama, where she enjoys learning about the local 
culture and blogging about those lessons.

Alone on the beach 
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The World’s Top Retirement Haven

Dear Panama Special Report Buyer,

I hope you enjoyed reading about one of the top destinations in the world’s greatest 
overseas haven.

I’d like to let you in on something: Each one of our Special Panama Reports is but 
a single element of the greatest resource available today on insights into life in 
Panama. This unique service is called the Panama Letter.

Every month, subscribers to the Panama Letter receive an honest, current, and 
complete introduction to one of the places we’ve identified as offering tremendous 
advantages for the would-be retiree, investor, or part-timer in Panama. These are 
the locations that should be on your radar, either for your immediate retirement or 
as places to invest today as part of a longer-term plan in Panama. 

Each of these comprehensive reports addresses not only the pros, but also the 
cons of each destination featured. This is critical if you want to make a 
smart, informed choice. You’d be hard-pressed to find this information anywhere 
else in the world.

This is Panama without the sugar coating. From a team of expats, investors, and 
businesspeople with, together, many decades of experience spending time and 
making money in the Hub of the Americas. Let us show you why, after considering 
the whole world, we’ve chosen to be here.



Our network of contributors will provide you with all the tips, tricks, and firsthand 
insider intelligence you need to follow in their footsteps, including these popular 
features in every issue:

• Broad budget comparisons, to help you thin-slice the cost of living in
this Little country with big upside. Whether it’s the cost of bread and milk,
furniture and maid service, or rent and utilities, we’ll have you covered...

• “What’s On In Panama This Month”... a guide to events and activities
in the country this month. Where to go to watch the playoffs...how to plan
your Carnaval adventure...who’s appearing live in concert this month...
and what’s playing at Panama City’s English-language theater...

Plus much, much more, including:

• Where to look to find the kind of life that suits you—at the beach, in
the mountains, in the big city...

• Insights into what the community is like, who your neighbors would be
(locals, expats, or both), and how they live...

All I ask is this: If you like what you read in your Special Panama Report... 
keep reading. Subscribe to the Panama Letter, and then, every month,  
you’ll receive in your in-box a new, up-to-the-minute, information-packed 
Special Panama Report providing another from-the-scene guide of life in another  
destination in Panama.

I predict it will become your favorite read each month. 

Better yet, as a Preferred Panama Reader, you can save an extra US$79 off this 
comprehensive Panama service.

Learn more here.

http://www.on2url.com/app/adtrack.asp?MerchantID=148072&AdID=610748
https://www.liveandinvestoverseas.com/bookstore/go/199161/


• “Live and Invest in Panama,” the complete, 221-page guide
(a US$79 value)—This complete and current guide to Panama introduces
you to the country’s top seven choices for expat living and helps you to
compare them, one to the other, with a clear look at the pluses and the
minuses in each case...

• “Panama 101: 101 Things You’ll Wish
Someone Had Told You About Panama”
(a US$9.99 value)—This is the guide I’d love
to have had when I first came to Panama
some 15 years ago. It would certainly
have saved me embarrassment, hassle,
delay, and headaches... not to mention a
whole lot of cash. In these pages, you’ll
learn vital lessons, including the absolute
maximum you should ever pay for a taxi
ride across Panama City... what not to wear
if you want to be taken seriously by your
new compatriots... where to go to shop for
books in English... a guide to festivals and
seasons... and helpful Panamanian-isms...

Subscribe To The Panama Letter Today...
And Receive 9 Free Reports Worth US$192.78!

To get you up-to-speed with Panama as quickly as possible, I’d like to offer you a 
number of special bonus reports, simply for giving my new Panama Letter a try.

First, I’d like to send you a complete library of 7 Panama resources. This is the 
world’s most comprehensive package of Panama resources, worth a total of 
US$147.88. However, it’s yours free when you take advantage of this special 
Preferred Panama Reader offer for the Panama Letter.

Limited-time Bonus: The Panama Starter Kit

Yours free when you try the Panama Letter:



• “Panama Residency Visas Supplement,” containing fully up-to-date 
information on all 14 of this country’s top foreign residency options (a 
US$9.99 value)—This is your step-by-step guide with answers to all 
your residency- and visa-related questions...

• “Little Black Book for Panama,” our private Rolodex, not 
available for sale anywhere—This is a guide to our best in-country 
contacts, which is supplemented every month with the new contacts 
we’ll introduce you to in your issues of the Panama Letter...

• The Special Retirement Report “El Valle de
Anton, the World’s Top Retirement Haven”
(a US$9.95 value)—To get you started on your
Grand Tour of Panama, this special report features
the little mountain town of El Valle de Anton,
conveniently located 30 to 45 minutes from the
beach and about two hours outside Panama
City... so you can regularly enjoy the best of the
city, without its heat and humidity...

• The Special Retirement Report on El Cangrejo, Panama City (a US$9.95 
value) To continue your Grand Tour of Panama, this special report 
features the metropolitan neighborhood of El Cangrejo. Central, eclectic, 
welcoming, and affordable, El Cangrejo is a popular relocation choice 
among young entrepreneurial expats and retirees who want a neighborhood 
with character and countless amenities—banks, hospitals, restaurants, 
casinos, and nightclubs—all within walking distance. This report provides 
all the essential information for establishing yourself in this trendy and 
very expat-friendly neighborhood, one of our favorite in all Panama City…

• The special report, “44 Things You Must Know Before You Relocate, 
Retire, or Invest Offshore,” the nuts-and-bolts support you need to plan 
your adventures in Panama with confidence (a US$29 value)...

But wait, as they say, there’s more.

For this special offer, we’re bundling together every resource we can imagine you 
might need as you consider and prepare for a new life in this beautiful little country. 
In addition, therefore, to the complete Panama Starter Kit, when you take advantage 
of this limited-time launch invitation and subscribe to the Panama Letter for two 
years, we’ll also send you two other important bonus reports:



Additional Two-Year Bonus Report #1: Top 5 Medical Insurance Options for 
the Expat in Panama (a US$19.95 value) introduces you to Panama’s health care 
systems, both public and private. This country boasts some of the best health 
care facilities in region. In fact, Panama is increasingly recognized as a leading 
medical tourism destination. And the top-notch medical facilities aren’t limited to 
the capital city. 

Certainly, you’ll find the best services in Panama City, but some smaller towns 
also offer good public and private hospital and clinic options. This report shows 
you where, beyond the capital, you can find them...plus it also details your top 
in-country health insurance options (including policies that could provide all the 
coverage you need for as little as US$50 per month... 

Additional Two-Year Bonus Report #2: Sunsets, Sur ing, And Serenity—
Early In On The Azuero Sunset Coast (a US$24.95 value) is your guide to 
where the smart money is headed in this country... the “other” Azuero, the only 
western-facing coast in the country, sitting smack dab in Panama’s path of 
progress (the new president hails from this province and already has is 
pushing ahead for serious infrastructure improvements in his home region)... 

In all, that’s nine special reports with a total value of US$192.78.

They’re yours free when you become a subscribe to the Panama Letter.

Now here’s the crazy part. These nine special Panama reports that we’re standing 
by to send to you with our compliments together are worth more than the cost of 
your Panama Letter Subscription.

The Panama Letter is valued at US$189 for one year, US$289 for two years.

However, as a Live and Invest Overseas Preferred Panama Reader, you 
can become a subscriber to my the Panama Letter for one year for only 
US$49. That’s far less than the cost of the special free reports if you were 
to purchase them on their own... and a discount of 75% off the regular one-
year  subscription price! 

But here’s an even better deal...

Nine Special Panama Reports With A Total Value Of US$192.78—Yours Free!



Subscribe today for two years of the support, insider information, judgment, 
experience, and real-life know-how you’ll gain with the help of the Panama 
Letter, and you’ll pay only US$89. That’s less than the regular one-year 
subscription rate... a savings of 70% off the regular two-year subscription rate!

My new Panama Letter is your real-life, real-time, real-deal guide to the real 
Panama. The subscription cost, considered within the context of the resources 
and the research that will be brought to bear to fulfil this service, is, I fear we will 
discover, not enough. 

However, right now, for a limited time, it’s the price on the table.

Go here now to claim your deep discount and free Special Reports.

Subscribe Now—100% Risk Free

The Panama Letter is the most complete and current resource to living, investing, 
retiring, and doing business in Panama available anywhere. I guarantee it. If you 
are disappointed in any way with the information, insights, recommendations, 
and discoveries shared in your Panama Letter subscription, simply say so. 
If you do, we’ll promptly reimburse you for any issues remaining in your subscription. 
No questions asked. The Special Reports are yours to keep, no matter what.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Peddicord
Founding Publisher, Live and Invest Overseas
Founding Publisher, Panama Letter

P.S. This offer is only available for Live and Invest Overseas Preferred Panama readers. Thanks 
to a past purchase of a Panama publication, you can now upgrade that purchase to become 
a one-year Panama Letter subscriber for only US$49 or a two-year subscriber for only US
$89.

Simply click the button below to subscribe to the Panama Letter at the exclusive discounted rate.
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